Faculty Prioritization Process
Faculty Senate, Tuesday November 02
Sesnon House

Schedule
3:00 - 3:30 regular senate business and
pre-presentation orientation
for voting delegates

3:30 Faculty Hiring Presentations Begin

Presentations to total five minutes (*)
-------------------------------------------------
3:30 - 3:35 Geography/Meteorology
3:35 - 3:40 Math (1 of 2)
3:40 - 3:45 Math (2 of 2)
3:45 - 3:50 Medical Assistant
3:50 - 3:55 Nursing
3:55 - 4:00 Wellness Education Director

(*) Five minutes are allocated as follows:
Three minutes for presentation
Two minutes for questions

Note that an expected "passing time" between
presentations is not scheduled, so presentation
time is only approximate